This tutorial paper aims to review some elementary concepts of the theory of "localisation by nonlinearity and discreteness, and energy transfer" in coupled oscillators. For didactic purpose, this work focusses on the concept of energy barriers in coupled pendula, rather than on the related and more general theme of "effective dynamics" in coupled oscillators, although an introduction to the latter is necessary to understand the former. Further studies concerning the material of these notes are found mainly in refs. 1, 9, 26, 28 .
Introduction
The "Peierls-Nabarro barrier" (PN) is an important concept for spatially discrete systems. It is discussed or used in several papers about discrete breathers (e.g. 1, 6, 10, 12, 14, 16, 19, 22, 28 for a non exhaustive list). However it is not a trivial concept, especially for newcomers to the field of discrete breathers. This might be reinforced by the fact that in the last years there have been several papers which tackled this subject but sometimes with diverging points of view. In the case of the lattice nonlinear Schrödinger equations, a clear definition of the PN barrier was early demonstrated in 14, 22 , by using the conserved quantity associated with the complex-phase symmetry of this model. For more general systems, however, it was suggested that there should be only a weak analogy between the notion of PN barrier developed in the theory of kinks and that which should concern DBs 6,10,19 . In fact, since 1993 R. Mackay has proposed what should be the appropriate way to define the PN barrier for DB, but his idea was not worked out until relatively recently 1, 28 . Still, several papers, including some which were presented at the El Escorial conference, use different definitions of PN barriers, but with no rigorous justification. Therefore the purpose of this paper is to explain again this concept in a didactic way and to place it under the theme of energy barriers in coupled oscillators. To be pedagogical, this topic, as well as basic concepts of the theory like that of discrete breather, will be introduced with a single (section 2), or a pair (section 4), or a chain of pendula (section 3 and 5). Section 2 and 3 review results related to stationary states, or equilibria of coupled oscillators, whereas section 4 and 5 show how these results can be extended to periodic solutions. There is a picture which will recur in this paper, and which is the following: an energy barrier is associated with a separatrix belonging to critical points of some effective potential. In fact, the knowledge of the effective potential, or better, of the effective dynamics, gives a more comprehensive view of the dynamics than just energy barriers. However the latter are simpler to figure out, and it will be illustrated in the last section that the simple knowledge of an energy barrier may already be useful to make some prediction about the dynamics.
Energy barrier in a single oscillator
In this section we briefly review concepts referring to the dynamics of a single conservative oscillator. A good example is the pendulum.
A single pendulum
A plane pendulum is a rigid body formed by a mass m attached to a rod of length l which can rotate without friction around a fixed axis. The motion of the pendulum can be described by a single degree of freedom, e.g. the angle θ between the rod and the vertical axis. Neglecting the mass of the rod, the Hamiltonian of a single pendulum submitted to gravity g can be written as a :
The pendulum has equilibria, θ = 0 or θ = ±π, which are critical points of H(p, θ), i.e. ∇H = 0 at these points. The stability properties of these equilibria can be studied by computing the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix D 2 H at these points. An alternative way is to look at the curves H(p, θ) = E in the (p, θ) phase plane ( Figure 1 ). These curves are also described by the equations:
a In these notes the Hamiltonian formalism will be used extensively. For readers who are not familiar with it, a brief description of this point of view, as well as of some of the motivations to use it, is recalled in the appendix.
with A(E) = 2ml 2 (E − mgl) and B = 2m 2 gl 3 . Depending on the value of E, three cases occur. The two first cases describe periodic motions of the pendulum. • |A| < B: this is the vibration (called also the libration). In this case p 2 becomes zero for some angles ±θ m = ±arcos(A/B) inside [−π, π]. At these points p changes sign and so doesθ. The phase curves in this case are closed, encircling the equilibrium θ m = 0 corresponding to the limiting case A = −B. So θ m = 0 is a stable equilibrium.
• |A| > B: this is the rotation. Suppose A > 0, the other case is analoguous. Then, as p(θ) > 0, θ keeps increasing in time. In the limiting case A/B 1, the speed of the rotation is quasi-constant.
The third case is somehow physically unrealistic, but is the most important to understand the overall pendulum dynamics.
The separatrix
The case A = B is in fact degenerate. It comprises the equilibria (p = 0, θ = ±π) (corresponding obviously to the same state for the pendulum). It comprises also the curve p + (θ) = A(1 + cos θ), −π < θ < π (and also the symmetric curve p − (θ) = −p + (θ)). This trajectory is called a separatrix, as it separates the two regimes "vibration" and "rotation". It is also called a heteroclinic trajectory, linking asymptotically the unstable equilibria p = 0, θ = ±π. Contrary to the previous cases, this motion is not periodic.
Physically, a separatrix is associated with an energy barrier. For the pendulum this is computed as the difference in energy between the unstable and the stable equilibria, that is ∆E = 2mgl. Indeed, it can be interpreted as the minimum (or infimum) energy to be transfered to a pendulum at rest to make it rotate. This concept will be generalised for coupled pendula, and more generally for coupled oscillators, in the next sections. Prior to this, the following paragraph discusses another important feature of the dynamics of nonlinear oscillators.
Anharmonicity
Conservative oscillators exhibit periodic solutions in families, which can be parametrised in general by the conserved quantity, e.g. the energy. A property of nonlinear oscillators which has deep consequences in nonlinear phenomena is that the period (or the frequency) of their periodic motions varies with the energy. This property should be called non-isochronicity, but it is commonly named anharmonicity. To describe this point in a simple way, it is convenient to consider the weakly nonlinear regime, where the pendulum Hamiltonian is approximated by its limited Taylor expansion:
Then it turns out that it is quite usefull to change variables and to represent (p, θ) by a complex number:
with α = (m 2 gl 3 ) 1/4 . The change of coordinates (p, θ) → (iψ, ψ) can be easily checked to be canonical (see Appendix). So the new Hamiltonian is obtained by substitution of (4) into eq. (3), which readily gives:
with ω 0 = g/l and χ = − In fact, by a succession of changes of variables, H can be put in the form 3, 25 :
which means that H can be expressed as a function of |ψ| 2 only, say
This can be proved in several ways b and the final result is called the Birkhoff normal form of H. Moreover, if one is interested only up to the quartic order (n = 2) of this form, there is no need to compute any change of variables ! It suffices to drop out the terms which are not of the form |ψ| 2n in (5), which gives:
Therefore the dynamics for ψ becomes:
which generalises to iζ = h (|ζ| 2 )ζ for the full Birkhoff normal form. Equation (9) admits readily the solution
because it is easily proved that |ψ 0 | 2 is a conserved quantity (check d dt (ψψ) = 0). Consequently, the frequency of ψ(t) depends on its amplitude, or equivalently it depends on the initial energy, as was claimed before. When χ is negative, as for the pendulum, the frequency decreases with amplitude and the oscillator is called 'soft', whereas it is called 'hard' when χ > 0 with frequency increasing with the amplitude (or with the energy).
Let us end this section by introducing the well-known action-angle variables. In this context, it is simply written by expressing ψ in polar coordinates:
b e.g. by averaging. For the first change of variables, start with ψ = Ae −iω 0 t , assuming the evolution of A is slow compared with the period 2π/ω 0 and then consider the averaged Hamiltonian. Other ways to proceed are multiple time-scale asymptotic series, Lie transforms, etc... 25, 33 It is easy to show that the new variables are canonical. Then the Hamiltonian becomes simply H = h(I). This is the simplest way to describe a single oscillator. Notice however that these coordinates are not appropriate when I = 0, as φ becomes undetermined in (11).
Peierls-Naborro potential in a chain of oscillators
In the previous section the dynamics of a single pendulum was reviewed. The important conclusion was that the energy difference between the stable and the unstable equilibria can be interpreted as an energy barrier to be overcome to make the pendulum rotate. In this section this kind of energy barrier is generalised to equilibria of a chain of identical pendula linearly coupled. The latter is modeled by the following Hamiltonian:
Before analysing some of the equilibria of H, let us motivate further the study of this model. Indeed, whereas it has obvious limitations compared with realistic physical systems (e.g. no damping, only one-dimensional, identical units, etc...) nevertheless this model is very rich and has opened many paths in condensed matter physics. We recall some of its basic features. First, from the theoretical point of view, this chain of pendula is related to the sine-Gordon equation (SG):
Indeed, when the space is discretised (x = na, u(na) = θ n ) and by an appropriate scaling of time and space (τ = ω 2 0 t, a 2 = mgl/γ ), the SG equation is seen as a continuum limit of the dynamics deduced from (12) . Note that there are other continuum approximations of the chain of pendula, which take into account dispersion effects 11 . Now the interesting property of SG is that it is integrable, and possesses a lot of soliton solutions 36 , which is usefull to analyse some behaviors of the chain (12) , although the latter is not an integrable system.
A second reason which makes the chain of pendula a nice model to study is that is is a particular case of the Frenkel-Kontorova model 11c . This model has played a leading role in the (low-dimensional) condensed matter physics c See also contributions on the FK model in this volume and is defined by the following Hamiltonian:
Here x n represents the position of the nth (unit) mass which is submitted to a substrate periodic potential of period b and to first-neighbour interaction with equilibrium distance a. Then the chain of pendula is recovered by choosing a = b = 2π and changing variables to x n = na + θ n (and with an appropriate scaling of momentum and energy). Notice that the case a = b and in particular a/b irrational is also very interesting, but nothing of this theory will be considered here 4 . To cite only a few domains where the FK model applies, mention the theory of dislocations (first historically 23 ) and the study of domain walls in ferroelectrics or in ferromagnetism. More recently, and closely related to topics of this volume, similar models have been used in biomolecules (e.g. DNA dynamics) and in the Josephson Junction arrays (dissipation is taken into account). For a recent review of the Frenkel-Kontorova model and some of its applications, see ref 11 . In these applications, the concept of kink is central. This object can be defined simply in the continuum case. A kink is a stationary solution K(x) of the SG equation which obeys the boundary conditions: K(x → −∞) = 2π, K(x → ∞) = 0. An anti-kink is defined with the reverse boundary condition. So function K(x) satisfies:
It can be checked that a solution of this problem is given by K(x) = 4 atan (e −x ). In fact, as eq. (15) describes an inverted pendulum, K(x) is nothing but the (π-shifted θ component of the) separatrix depicted on Fig. 1 .
Let us note, however, that the notion of kink extends to other equations than Sine-Gordon. For general Klein-Gordon equations (replace the function sin by U ) it exists as soon as the corresponding potential admits at least two stable equilibria. Notice also that if K(x) is a kink, so is K(x−x 0 ) and thus there is a one-parameter family of kinks in space-continuous systems. This is no longer true in the discrete case, e.g. for a weakly coupled chain of pendula. Here, the equation of the stationary states writes:
The solutions of this equation thus stationarise the energy (12) , ∇H = 0, but only the stable equilibria are minima of H. A discrete kink is a stationary state of H, such that θ n is decreasing between the boundary conditions θ n → 2π if n → −∞ and θ → 0 if n → ∞. In the framework of the FK model, it corresponds to a locally compressed state. An antikink is a local expansion and has the reverse boundary conditions. In fact, there can be many solutions which satisfy these conditions. To analyse this problem the usual method is to look at (16) as a time-discrete dynamical system defined by the map:
kinks are then seen as orbits (ρ n , θ n ) k∈Z which asymptoticaly connect (2π, 2π) to (0, 0) , i.e. heteroclinics orbits. (Antikinks exist due to a "time"-reversing symmetry of this system). The theory of system (17) -called the standard map-is well documented, see e.g. n , is an unstable configuration whose centroid is sitting exactly at one particle; the second type, denoted by θ
is a stable kink, thus a configuration of minimal energy. One shows that its centroid sits in the middle of two particles (see Fig. 2 ).
What about traveling kinks ? In the continuum case, these are easily shown to exist, by mean of the so-called Lorenz boost 11, 36 . In the discrete case this property is absent and exact traveling kinks do not seem to exist 11, 36, 30 . However transient traveling kinks are easily observed in numerical simulations. This theory has already a long history, but again let us recall the main points in order to make links with traveling discrete breathers. The two types of kinks mentioned above have not the same energy since θ
is a state of minimum energy, and θ (0) n is not. Define the Peierls-Nabarro barrier E PN as their difference in energy . The goal of the next paragraph is to interpret E PN as the minimum energy necessary to make a stable discrete kink traveling, at least transiently. There is an analogy with the energy barrier for the pendulum discussed above, and this can be made explicit by considering a collective coordinate description of the kinks, as seen in next section.
The Peierls-Nabarro potential for kinks
The idea of the collective coordinate method is to make a good change of variables in order to highlight the most relevant degrees of freedom of the dynamics (w.r.t some given problem). There are several ways to proceed and several levels of refinement. Perhaps the most sophisticated level is performed by Willis et al. 38 because they do not eliminitate any DOF in their approach. Here we consider succintly a rougher theory which is sufficient for the connection with discrete breathers later on. The scheme d is to consider an approximate family of discrete kinks interpolating between the two exact kinks θ n . Consider for example:
d This scheme can be motivated by MacKay's theory of Hamilonian slow manifolds 26 . Consider a manifold of quasi-stationary states of some Hamiltonian systems, assuming that it is quasi-invariant. Then a Hamiltonian slow dynamics confined near this so-called slow manifold can be constructed.
where κ n (Q) is a correction which takes into account the difference between the discrete sampling of the continuum kink and the exact discrete kink e . The continuum kink is said to be "dressed" by the interaction with the lattice and it turns out that its shape is stiffer than in the continuum case 38 . An interpretation of the PN barrier can already be given in the simplest case where κ n (Q) is neglected. So assume now:
and define the momentum associated to Q by P = M (Q)Q, where M (Q) is defined by considering the kinetic energy:
Next an effective Hamiltonian for P and Q can be written by substitution of (19) in (12), which gives:
where V PN (Q) is called the Peierls-Nabarro potential. The latter is written explicitly as:
which is a periodic function of Q by construction, V PN (Q + 1) = V PN (Q). Its Fourier series can be analytically estimated in the weakly discrete case by using Poisson summation formulae (e.g. appendix of 38 or 28 ) and typically it can be truncated as its coefficients decreases exponentially:
In the case of the SG kink one can compute explicitly M 0 , M 1 , B 0 and B 1 11 . No need to reproduce these results here but let us note that these coefficients are positive. Therefore the effective dynamics for Q derived from H can be written as:
e E.g., the linear interpolation:
. This could be improved with a nonlinear interpolation.
Neglecting M (Q), which can be justified given the values of A 1 and B 1 , the collective coordinate Q of the kink obeys an effective (inverted) pendulum dynamics. Then the phase portrait discussed in Fig. 1 ) can be revisited in the following suggestive way: The closed trajectories are interpreted as kinks whose mean position oscillates around stable equilibria (half-integer values of Q). These vibrating kinks are said to be pinned or trapped by the PN potential. On the other hand the curves referring to the "rotation" of the pendulum are interpreted as traveling kinks, since it describes an unbounded motion for Q ( |Q| > 0 ). Intermediate to these motions is the separatrix which is associated with the PN barrier. The latter is thus a depinning energy, i.e. the minimum energy to turn the pinned mode into a traveling state. This can be computed as the difference in energy between the unstable and the stable kinks. This energy barrier can be estimated as 2B 1 . This estimate has been refined by several authors, either in the weak or in the strong discrete case 11 . The best estimates are obtained by considering the framework of the heteroclinic orbits of the standard map as mentioned earlier.
Finally, let us note that the actual dynamics of the traveling kinks is more complicated. Numerical simulations show that traveling kinks lose energy by radiating phonons, therefore they slow down and finally reach a pinned mode. This process called radiative damping, can be described accurately by a thorough study of the linear stability of the kink configurations 21 .
Energy barriers in a pair of pendula
In this section, we step back from a chain of pendula to a pair of coupled pendula. The goal is to introduce other types of energy barriers which exist when the pendula are no longer in equilibria but in oscillating states.
Periodic solutions of two coupled oscillators
This section recalls properties concerning periodic solutions of coupled oscillators. Consider a system formed by two identical pendula, linearly coupled. The Hamiltonian can be written as following:
As for the single pendulum, the analysis is greatly simplified by considering the truncated Birkhoff normal form applying to the weak amplitude case. It will be argued in next section, however, that the present discussion extends to large amplitude (or strongly nonlinear) case. So, assuming the Taylor expansion of cos θ in (25), and using the complex variables introduced in (4), the Hamiltonian becomes:
, and α has been defined above in (4) . Notice that in order that the last term be of the same order than the O(4) term,γ should be O(2) , so the coupling is weak.
The 2-oscillator sphere
Recall that |ψ| 2 was conserved for the single oscillator. Here, for the same reason,
is a conserved quantity f . This fact is a source of great simplification. Indeed, the original phase space C 2 containing all the (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) can be reduced not only by fixing A, which makes a S 3 sphere in C 2 , but also by identifying solutions which differs only by a global phase (ψ 1 ,ψ 2 ) ∼ e iΦ (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) . This reduction is standard in the theory of symmetric Hamiltonian systems 29 , and the result can be expressed like
As this reduction is really useful to understand some global dynamics of two weakly coupled oscillators, let us explain how to find a parametrisation of the resulting S 2 sphere without assuming any knowledge of the reader concerning this symmetry reduction.
The goal is to represent a state of two weakly coupled oscillators (up to a global phase) by a unique point on a sphere S 2 . The latter will be named the 2-oscillator sphere. First show that (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) can be represented by only one complex number z = ψ 1 /ψ 2 if ψ 2 = 0. Indeed, given z, one can define:
which satisfies eq. (28), and such thatψ 1 /ψ 2 = z. So, eq. (29) is equivalent to (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) up to a complex phase. If ψ 2 = 0, the state (ψ 1 , 0) is represented equivalently by ( √ A, 0), and the latter is thought as the point z = ∞. Now consider the Riemann sphere on which the extended complex plane C∪{∞} can be mapped using the projection depicted on Fig. 3 . Then, using actionangle coordinates by writing ψ n (n = 1, 2 ) in polar coordinates like in eq. (11), the mapping of z = I 1 /I 2 e i(φ1−φ2) on this Riemann sphere gives a point with the following cylindrical coordinates:
The latter equation defines the relative phase φ. Define also the relative variable I = (I 1 − I 2 )/2 , and so ζ = I/A . In conclusion, the state (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) of a 2-oscillator system with A = 0 can be represented on a sphere by mean of the relative coordinates (30) . This was already stated without demonstration in 9 . This representation is quite usefull, especially to visualise the following states of the 2-oscillator system: the North and South poles describe situations where one of both oscillators is at rest, respectively (I 1 = 0, I 2 = 0) and (I 1 = 0, I 2 = 0) . The East pole characterises the in-phase dynamics, (I 1 = I 2 , φ = 0) , whereas the West pole describes the anti-phase dynamics (I 1 = I 2 , φ = π). The dynamics associated with these points is sketched in 1 and it is reviewed in the next paragraph.
Dynamics of relative variables
First consider the following change of variables (I 1 , φ 1 , I 2 , φ 2 ) → (A, Φ, I, φ):
It is straightforward to write the Hamiltonian in new coordinates:
Hence, the dynamics of the relative variables is deduced as follows:
The dynamics of the global variables could also be written, leading to A = const , Φ = Ωt + F (I(t), φ(t)), where Ω =ω 0 + χA/2 and F is some functional which is not written explicitly. Therefore the equilibria of the relative dynamics, (φ = 0,İ = 0) correspond to periodic dynamics of the coupled oscillators. In the linear case, χ = 0 , the only stationary states are (I = 0, φ = 0 or π) , corresponding to the well-known linear modes, i.e. respectively the in-phase and the anti-phase periodic oscillations. Since there are no other equilibria, the remaining dynamics consist of closed circles going around the W and the E poles, as represented on Fig. 4(a) . The circle passing through the N and S poles deserves some attention. In fact the parametrisation of this motion is singular, as seen in eqs. (33) with φ = π/2 or 3π/2. Nevertheless one shows that this trajectory on the sphere describes a motion where one oscillator transfers all of its energy to the other, back and forth in time. For weak coupling, this is nothing but the beating phenomenon which is better represented in normal mode coordinates. When the nonlinearity χ is turned on, the stationary points at E and W poles continue to exist (for any χ indeed). However, in view of eqs. (33) with φ = 0 or π , new equilibria can appear. It is not difficult to work out that it occurs when the following condition is fulfilled:
In this case, two new stationary (i.e. periodic) solutions are created, near φ = 0 if χ < 0 (soft oscillators) , or near φ = π , if χ > 0 (hard oscillators). Stability analysis can be performed, but we give only the results which should be clear when looking at the 2-oscillator sphere. In the first case χ < 0 (e.g. for two pendula), the in-phase oscillations becomes unstable after the bifurcation, giving rise to two stable solutions (see Fig. 4(b) ). The case χ > 0 is analoguous, but the anti-phase oscillations become unstable. The physical interpretation of this pitchfork bifurcation is very interesting: when condition (34) is fulfilled, e.g. when the coupling v.s. amplitude is small, two new periodic solutions emerge, which are characterised by the fact that the amplitude of one oscillator is larger than the other one. This is called a local mode. This local mode bifurcation has applications in various contexts, e.g. in chemistry 31 , or more recently in the study of Bose-Einstein condensates 15 . Interestingly the latter work analyses clearly the onset of chaotic dynamics in this system when a little dissipation is added.
In fact the concept of local mode is nothing but a precursor of that of discrete breathers (spatially localised and time-periodic oscillations in network of oscillators) which is amply discussed in this volume. From this point of view, proving existence of discrete breathers (DB) amounts to show that the concept of local mode holds uniformly with respect to the size of an extended networks of oscillators. Moreover the formation of DB can be induced in a similar way as for local modes. Indeed, the in-phase (or anti-phase) instability of two oscillators which is ruled by (34) generalises for a chain of oscillators. Then it is called "modulational instability". For instance the in-phase oscillations of a chain of pendula become unstable by decreasing the coupling v.s. amplitude ratio. Beyond this bifurcation the dynamics exhibits self-localisation of the amplitude (named sometimes "auto-focalisation" in the context of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation). This mechanism can be seen as a first step towards the creation of DB 17, 18, 24 .
Consider now the limit of zero coupling, γ = 0. In this limit, the local modes coincide with the N and S poles of the 2-oscillator sphere (see Fig. 5(c) ). By contrast to the linear case (Fig. 4(a) ), here the phase portrait is completed by horizontal circles. Moreover the equator (I = 0) corresponds to a continuous family of periodic solutions, where the amplitude of the two oscillators are the same, but the relative phase is a constant φ . As soon as the coupling γ is turned on, this degenerate situation disappears, as explained e.g. in 1 , and at least two periodic solutions subsist for γ = 0. These are the in-phase and the anti-phase modes, one being stable and the other being unstable depending on the sign of χ. Therefore we recover a picture similar to the pendulum phase portrait, namely two stationary points of different stability connected by a separatrix, but now on a sphere (see Fig. 5(d) ).
This picture can be submitted to the interpretation of energy barrier. To fix the ideas, suppose χ < 0 as for the pendulum (the case χ > 0 is similar). Figure 5(d) shows that the anti-phase state behaves like a trapped mode, with a relatively small island of stability. Increasing the relative momentum I allows one to cross the separatrix so that the new trajectory alternates between states resembling the two normal modes (i.e. the trajectory passes near the E and W poles on the 2-oscillator sphere). This can be considered as a precursor of a moving discrete breather. In this case it is natural to define the Peierls-Nabarro barrier as the energy difference between the in-phase and the anti-phase periodic solutions on this sphere. Notice also that in this situation there is an energy exchange between normal modes, by contrast with the linear case where energy transfer between local modes exist, as recalled above. On the other hand, by increasing the coupling from this situation (Fig. 5(d) ), one retrieves the phase portrait of Fig. 5(b) . Here one could argue, however, that the pinned modes are the local modes, with a relatively small region of stability delimited by the separatrix of the unstable in-phase mode. In this case the PN barrier should be defined as the energy variation between the in-phase and one of the local mode. Then crossing this separatrix gives a motion which alternates between both local modes. This might be called "nonlinear beating", which can also be considered as another precursor of moving DB.
In conclusion, we see that projecting the phase space of the two identical coupled pendula (oscillators) on the 2-oscillator sphere enables one to discuss various physical phenomena, at least in the weakly nonlinear regime and for weak coupling. In fact, the 2-oscillator sphere applies to more cases. First, it is straightforward, and quite interesting, to extend this study to two coupled non-identical oscillators. Indeed, in this case the Birkhoff-truncated Hamiltonian (27) generalises to:
The basic property that |ψ 1 | 2 + |ψ 2 | 2 is constant is still valid and thus the symmery reduction works equally well. Analysis of this system has been performed in 9 . The main result of this paper is that, contrary to the previous case, if the oscillators are different, then the motions for which complete energy transfer between the two oscillators is possible (i.e. a trajectory passing through the N and S poles of the 2-oscillator sphere) are restricted to selective values of A (and other conditions which are not reported here). In particular, it is found in ref.
9 that a necessary condition for it to happen is
This fine-tuning phenomenon has been named Targeted Energy Transfer (TET) by these authors. This concept is interesting as it allows one to think of new mechanisms to transfer selectively energy in inhomogeneous systems (which is the typical case in natural systems). It can also be used as a theoretical model for selective electron transfer 8 . Further studies about this topic are exposed in this volume and in 26 . These results extend also for other reasons which are explained in next section.
Parametrising periodic solutions with their area
In the previous section energy barriers between different dynamical states of two coupled oscillators were described in the framework of Hamiltonian (27) , namely the truncated Birkhoff normal form of two coupled oscillators. In this section we discuss to which extent these results still hold when this framework is abandoned.
Firstly, it should be clear that the concept of local modes still holds for any pair of weakly coupled oscillators (e.g. two pendula with arbitrary amplitude) for the following reasons. The simplest physical argument to understand existence of local modes is anharmonicity: if the amplitudes of the two pendula are quite different, for instance one large and one small, then the detuning in frequency prevents energy exchanges since the system is out of resonance. The energy of the large amplitude pendulum is selftrapped and a local mode is created. This intuitive reason can be supplied by another argument, which as a matter of fact is one of the key ingredients which lead to the first proof of existence of DB 27 . Consider, in the zero coupling limit, one pendulum at rest and one pendulum oscillating with a large amplitude. This configuration defines actually a family of non-degenerate periodic solutions, parametrised for example by their frequencies. This family can be continued to non-zero coupling by using the implicit function theorem in a space of periodic functions. By continuity of the amplitude, the continued family is a set of local modes, i.e. the amplitude of the oscillator which was initially at rest remains small compared with the other oscillator. Another set of local modes is obtained by permuting the two oscillators.
Therefore, for arbitrary nonlinearity and weak coupling there exist two families of local modes. The latter can be parametrised by their frequencies, or by their amplitudes, or by their energies, etc... In view of what has been discussed in the previous section, there should be also a family of unstable periodic solutions whose separatrices determine boundaries for the stability regions of the two local modes. Therefore, once again the picture of the energy barrier sets in. Local modes can be interpreted like pinned modes; increasing their "momentum" allows one to cross the separatrix and to set them into motion, obtaining a dynamical state with energy exchange between the two local modes. The energy barrier should be calculated as the energy difference between the unstable mode and one of the (stable) local mode. However, now a difficulty arises. This energy barrier seems arbitrary since it depends on the parametrisation chosen for the family of local modes. The energy barrier even seems to drop to zero when the parametrisation is the energy itself ! Should it mean that the energy needed to "depin" a local mode is not well defined ? Can it be reduced arbitrarily, for example by an appropriate choice of the initial phase of the periodic solution which is trapped ? Such considerations have been proposed in the litterature. This difficulty is wiped out, however, by considering MacKay's idea to use area of the periodic solutions as a good parametrisation, in order to define energy barriers, and more generally to design some effective dynamics 1, 26, 28 . (The notion of "area" of a periodic solution is recalled in the Appendix. For a single DOF Hamiltonian, it is just pdq over one period, i.e. 2π times the action.)
Considering sets of loops with constant area is quite a general idea, and its application goes much beyond the problems introduced in this paper. Let us give a general argument for it, and then come back to the application of two weakly coupled oscillators.
The key idea is twofold. A first point is that comparing periodic solutions with same area amounts to compare, in a sense, equilibria of some Hamiltonian. And for equilibria, e.g. in the case of kinks reviewed in section 3, the comparison of energies follows a clear procedure. Stationary states are found by solving ∇ z H = 0. If this equation has one solution, say z 1 , then the corresponding energy is E 1 = H(z 1 ). So, proceeding likewise for other solutions, energy differences are defined univoquely. Moreover, as it was briefly explained in the case of kinks and in footnote (d), an effective potential (or even an effective Hamiltonian dynamics) can be derived, in principle, given a family of stationary states which form a quasi-invariant manifold. Now, to convert to equilibria the case of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems, the trick is to think of the variational formulation of the dynamics (cf. appendix). A periodic solution z = (p, q) of H has the property to extremalize the functional:
defined on a space of loops (periodic functions). So, if the area is kept fixed,
then periodic solutions are critical points of the following Hamiltonian:
which can be defined on the same space of loops. Given a loop, this Hamiltonian is interpreted as its averaged energy. (One readily checks that in this formulation the frequency 1/T comes out as the Lagrange multiplier linked to the constraint (38)). In this way, the periodic solutions naturally becomes "stationary states" of some Hamiltonian, and thereby energy barriers are easily defined. The second point of the idea is that if area is used as a "collective coordinate" to describe the evolution of a set of loops (e.g. approximate DB) then its time evolution is trivial, at least in first approximation: it is constant in time. This can be shown simply, but this fact is also related to a well-known result in Hamiltonian dynamics, that the area is an adiabatic invariant. So its motion is much slower than the evolution of other variables. Now, how this idea helps to extend results discussed in the previous section ? Consider two weakly coupled nonlinear oscillators, and describe each one by mean of its (non-truncated) Birkhoff normal form. The Hamiltonian of the coupled system is thus written as:
The function h has been introduced in eq. (7). The coupling function K is multiplied by to recall that it is weak. Consider first = 0, and assume a periodic motion in (40), so ψ n (t) = √ I n e −i(ωt+φn) (n = 1, 2 ). Next compute the area:
Therefore in this case there is a perfect agreement between the approach based on invariance of |ψ 1 | 2 + |ψ 2 | 2 (section 4), and the method of parametrising periodic solutions with area. When = 0, it can be shown that a = 2π < |ψ 1 | 2 + |ψ 2 | 2 > +O( 2 ), where < . > denotes the average value along one period. In fact, related to the adiabatic invariance of a mentioned above, it can be also shown that |ψ 1 | 2 + |ψ 2 | 2 varies slowly O( 2 ) over one period. Therefore projecting the dynamics of two weakly coupled oscillators on the 2-oscillator sphere gives a good approximation, even for strong nonlinearity. The closer one starts to a periodic motion, the better the approximation. Then this approximation is valid over a time interval which is quite long compared with the period of the single oscillator. It would be interesting to work out an accurate estimate of this time interval, but to our knowledge it is an open problem.
Peierls-Nabarro potential for discrete breathers
The concepts and the methods reviewed in the previous sections can be applied to a network of oscillators. The case of two weakly coupled oscillators can be generalised by considering the dynamics of the relative phases of N excited oscillators sitting in a large lattice of oscillators (the non-excited oscillators having small amplitudes and being non-resonant with the excited ones). This problem is dealt with, at least partially, in 1 , by constructing an effective Hamiltonian. This method can be used also to build a collective coordinate approach of approximate traveling DB, and to define the concept of PN barrier for DB. This approach has been developed in 28 and it will be presented quite succintly in this section.
Let us rewrite the Hamiltonian of a chain of pendula in a slightly more general form than (12):
As for the case of kinks discussed in section 3 , cf. eq. (18), the starting point is to assume a family of approximate DB of the form
interpolating between exact DB which are known to exist, for example for Q = m and for Q = m + 1 2 (describing respectively a stable site-centred DB, and an unstable bond-centred DB). Here parameter A indexes the amplitude of DB. (Note that ω is not a free parameter, but it typically depends on the other parameters (A, Q)) Next a momentum coordinate k is associated to Q. A possibility which works in some cases is to consider 28, 35 :
Now comes the requirement which has been motivated in the preceding section: The area of this family of DB should be fixed to a constant value. The latter is obtained by calculating the following expression:
with T = 2π/ω. In the ideal case one should obtain from (45) that a is proportional to, or related to A by a simple functional relation. If this is not the case, then the parametrisation of (44) has to be redefined in terms of (a, Q, k).
Then an effective Hamiltonian can be computed as the averaged energy for each members of the family of DB:
Therefore if the effective Hamiltonian can be decomposed as
then V PN (Q) defines the PN potential for this family of DB g . Typically the situation is analogous to what is obtained for kinks: V PN (Q) is integer periodic, and the difference between its extrema defines the PN barrier.
This scheme has been applied to some definite examples 28, 35 which are not reproduced here, except for Fig. 6 which illustrates some results. On the other hand the following application shows that the above theory can be helpful in analysing moving D B -in particular using the concept of PN barrier-even in a situation where the knowledge of the approximate family (43) is absent.
We consider the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam chain (FPU), with the following Hamiltonian:
with V (x) = α . Discrete breathers have shown up in numerical simulations of the FPU system more than a decade ago 37, 34 , but proof of their existence (as exact periodic solutions) was performed only recently 20, 7 . Two types of DB were found in numerics and they were approximated by caricaturing their shapes as u , 0, · · · ), known respectively as the Page mode (P), which is stable, and the Sievers-Takeno mode (ST), which is unstable. This approximation is shown to be good for large A 2 α/β. Traveling DB were also observed in numerics of FPU, e.g. in 34 , most easily by perturbing the unstable P-mode. On the other hand, it would be interesting to test our study of the PN barrier on this case and create a moving DB by depinning the stable ST-mode.
Let us estimate the PN barrier between the ST-mode and the P-mode. Each of these DB modes can be represented by the function
where u n is the spatial motif, A is the amplitude (whose ω depends) and f (ωt) accounts for the time evolution. A good approximation is a Jacobi elliptic function but this will not be important. The area of the DB is then estimated as follows:
g To deduce an effective dynamics from this effective Hamiltonian may require a bit more work, since k and Q may not be canonically conjugated. This problem is treated in 28 . In the present approximation, n u 2 n = 3 2 for both the P and the ST modes. Therefore they have same area if
Assuming that the frequency functions are the same, ω P (A) = ω ST (A) implies that A P = A ST is needed to get the same area. Thus the frequencies are also equal. Let us denote the period by T . Then the PN barrier can be computed as the energy difference between 1 T . This estimate can be tested with the parameter values of ref. 34 , namely α = 0.25 , β = 0.405 and A = 1. It gives p m ≈ 0.15. This seems to be in good agreement with the numerics. We find numerically that p m = 0.14 is enough to depin the ST mode, whereas p m = 0.13 is not. Therefore our estimate makes sense, although it is an upper bound and a finer comparison between theory and numerics could be worth. Also, in this perspective, the PN barrier can be computed with more accuracy by improving the approximations of the spatial patterns u n of the P and ST modes.
Finally we remark that this application to the FPU system, which consists in looking only at the energy difference between the stable and the unstable DB, cannot be applied blindly. For example the estimate (54) indicates that the PN barrier should decrease with α, which intuitively should promote the depinning. Paradoxally we observe (numerically) a failure of DB propagation in the limit α → 0. So other criteria than energy barrier are necessary to understand DB mobility. This should be reflected by studying the full effective dynamics of these DB.
Hamiltonian formulation is a nice idealisation of physical systems, which can be considered as an ideal starting point. It gives strong constraints on its mathematical structure and this proves very usefull to solve problem.
Hamiltonian systems can be described at different levels of abstraction. The symplectic formulation is very usefull, but will not be explicitly used here. A good introduction to it can be found in the standard reference of Arnold 2 . Another way to describe Hamiltonian dynamics, which is quite general, is to start with a variational principle. (Again, ref.
2 is a perfect introduction). It says that (p(t), q(t)) is a solution of the Hamiltonian H(p, q, t) if it stationarises the action defined by:
in the space of C 1 trajectories with fixed ends δq(t 0 ) = δq(t f ) = 0. Then, from the equation δW = 0 one deduces:
These are the well-known canonical equations. In fact, one of the advantages of the variational formulation is that it opens easily the way to noncanonical formulations of the Hamiltonian dynamics. This can be quite usefull, even for effective dynamics of discrete breathers 28 . The interested reader will find a nice and extensive development of the non-canonical formalism in 13 . In this paper we stick mainly with canonical coordinates. The advantage of a canonical change of coordinates is that the new Hamiltonian is obtained by simple substitution of the new variables in the old ones. Moreover the form of the equations of motion (55) are unchanged with the new variables. This property is used several times in this paper. To check that the transformation (p, q) → (u(p, q), v(p, q)) preserves the canonical form, it suffices to show that n du n ∧ dv n = n dp n ∧ dq n . For instance, this is easily checked in the case of the change of variables given by (31) , or in the one given by (4) .
In Newtonian mechanics it can be easier to write the Lagrangian than the Hamiltonian: L(x,ẋ) = E cin − E pot , where E cin is written in terms of the time-derivatives of the positions. Then the Hamiltonian is obtained by the function H(p, x) = pv(x, p) − L(x, v(x, p)) where v(x, p) is obtained by inverting p = ∂L ∂θ (x, v). The latter is called a Legendre transform. For example for the pendulum, the Lagrangian is readily written by considering E cin = m/2 (ldθ/dt)
2 , E pot = mgl(1 − cos θ). Then the Legendre transform gives eq. (1).
